
 

Our Exciting News to Share! A High Honor at Being Chosen as the Best in Our Area! 

We've reviewed and featured your business on our Thervo.com list of the Best Pros in your area 
for 2019. 

We've looked at 74 pros serving your area in the past, and analyzed/scored each business on 
over 25 variables across 5 categories.  

To give you some background, Thervo.com uses a proprietary research and selection process 
that identifies the top service professionals in over 100 business categories across 1000 cities. 
To date, we’ve vetted over 1M businesses and have generated $100M in revenue for the local 
small businesses we feature on our site. This year, we hand selected your business as one of the 
best in your area because it exceeded our standards of excellence for consumers. 

Congratulations on being selected! Please note that the selections are listed alphabetically on 
the website. 

Also, we're placing a badge on your profile and quotes so customers will recognize your 
achievement. 

The Testimonials Keep Coming In! 

“The app interface is so easy to work with! It's a great format for any busy couple; it's 

completely on your schedule (unlike face-to-face couples counseling). I've found the content 

thought-provoking and incredibly insightful. This course makes tough conversations 

manageable, even fun! Profound Partnerships more than lives up to its name; it guides you 

both to be the best partners you can be, with all the patience and insight Carolyn's years of 

copious research yielded. I'd recommend it for every couple, actually - happy or unhappy, 

blissful or struggling, beginning or well-established. The lessons in this course are useful no 

matter what stage of life and love you're in.” 

“This is a wonderful resource for couples! The neuroscience approach to 

relationships incorporated into the course is extremely enlightening and informative. I highly 

recommend this course app for all couples! I shared it with my friends and they love it too.” 

 


